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ABSTRACT
This thesis will examine the role of multinational
corporations in transferring technology to the Third World.
After assessing the benefits and drawbacks of existing
transfer practices, the thesis will develop a set of policy
prescriptions to ensure that technology invested in the LDCs
is appropriate to their development needs.
The colonial experience of many Third World nations has
left them with a legacy of technological dependence and
underdevelopment.
In an effort to modernize
technologically, the developing countries have enlisted the
support of multinational corporations. However, the role of
MNCs in the development process has generated considerable
debate in recent years. This study will assess two of the
contending perspectives on multinational investment
policies— the dependency and modernization schools of
thought— in an attempt to evaluate the appropriatess of
technology transferred by multinational corporations to the
Third World.
This thesis concludes that both paradigms contain
significant analytical oversights and that relations between
Third World governments and MNCs are neither as cordial as
the modernizationists suggest nor as grim as the dependency
literature contends.
However, host states and
multinationals can benefit from appropriate technology
transfer policies which take into account the development
needs of the Third World as well as the profit imperatives
of the multinational corporations.
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DEVELOPMENT OR DEPENDENCE:
MULTINATIONAL CORPORATIONS, TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
AND THE THIRD WORLD

INTRODUCTION

Both Third World policy-makers and development
theorists agree that technology and technological innovation
are key to the Third World's economic development.

Though

seemingly simple, this proposal has sparked considerable
debate between the developing nations and the multinational
corporations (MNCs) which control most of the world's
technology.

As seems typical of many discussions between

Third World governments and First World organizations, the
debate over the importance of "technology for development"
has broken down into two diametrically opposed camps:

the

"haves" versus the "have-nots."
The "have-nots" of the less-industrialized South view
technology as a partial solution for their development
problems.1 Technology, to them, should be a global
resource, shared for such humanitarian purposes as the
eradication of poverty and its characteristic symptoms:
disease, malnutrition, illiteracy, and so forth.

The

governments of the Third World perceive the lack of
technology as contributing to their nations'

1For more on Third World perspectives concerning the
proper uses of technology, see: Francisco R. Sagasti,
Technology, Planning, and Self-Reliant Development: A Latin
American View (New York: Praeger Publishers, 1979).
2
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underdevelopment, and believe that technological advancement
can aid in their efforts to achieve modernity.
On the other hand, the "haves" of the industrialized
North— the multinational corporations— view technology as a
"depletable resource to be conserved," and wish to maintain
control over their most advanced technology in an effort to
protect their competitive advantages and profits.2 The
multinationals take the position that, given the complexity
and power of modern technology, its utilization should be
controlled by skilled and competent users— that is, the MNCs
themselves.
Each view is partially correct.

The South's

underdevelopment has, to a certain extent, been reinforced
and perpetuated by the "technological gap" between the First
and Third Worlds.

Moreover, the reduction of this disparity

is dependent upon the development of an indigenous
technological capability in the countries of the developing
world.

Otherwise the transfer of technology will simply

increase a developing nation's dependence on foreign capital
and capability and, in the process, reinforce an already
yawning technological gap.
However, Third World governments must realize that MNCs
are profit-oriented entities with little incentive to

2Samuel Rosenblatt, ed., Technology and Economic
Development: A Realistic Perspective (Boulder, Co.:
Westview Press, 1979), xiv.
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relinquish control over the process of technological
innovation.

The MNCs' profits and global competitive edge

depend, in part, upon their monopoly over the creation and
dissemination of advanced technology.

Therefore, if they

wish to reduce their technological dependence, Third World
governments should take active measures both to gain control
over industrial technology from the MNCs and to develop
their own indigenous research and development capabilities.
The thesis will be divided into two chapters, each of
which will explore a critical aspect of the politics of
technology transfer via multinational corporations to the
Third World.

The first chapter will begin with an analysis

of the historical origins of the technological gap between
the First and Third Worlds, and will discuss how the
colonial experience of many Third World nations has
contributed to that gap.

The chapter will then examine the

current role of multinational corporations in technology
transfer, and explain how MNCs can either reinforce or
alleviate the South's technological dependence.

This

explanation will draw upon arguments from two contending
schools of thought: the modernization literature and the
dependency perspective.

In the second chapter, this thesis

will develop a set of policy prescriptions which will enable
Third World governments to obtain technology that is
"appropriate" for their nations' economic development.
Ideally, these policies should ensure that technology
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transferred to the developing world takes optimal advantage
of local factor endowments; builds indigenous research and
development capability; reduces the South's dependence on
MNC investment; and thus narrows the global technological
gap.

However, these technology transfer policies also

envision a continued role for the multinationals in the
Third World; the aim is to redirect multinational investment
and technology transfer rather than to eliminate it.

CHAPTER ONE
REDUCING THE TECHNOLOGICAL GAP:
Problems and Prospects of Multinational Investment
in the Third World
INTRODUCTION
This chapter will begin with an explanation of the
importance of technology to the development process, and an
examination of how the Third World's colonial experience has
contributed to its present technological underdevelopment.
The chapter will then analyze the developing countries'
efforts to overcome their technological backwardness through
enlisting the support of multinational corporations in
transferring advanced technology.

Yet the role of

multinationals in technology transfer has been a subject of
considerable controversy.

This chapter will assess the

controversy over technology transfer by analyzing two
contending perspectives, the modernization and dependency
paradigms.

While adherents of the modernization perspective

argue that MNC technological investment can contribute to
the economic development of Third World nations, dependency
writers have countered that the technology transferred by
the MNCs has hindered Third World development efforts,
increased the South's technological dependence on the
developed world, and thus reinforced the global
technological gap.

After assessing these contending
6
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arguments, this chapter concludes that each position is
partially accurate, yet contains analytical
oversimplifications and therefore fails to capture the
complexity of relations between multinationals and Third
World governments.

THE TECHNOLOGICAL GAP AND THE COLONIAL LEGACY
According to the United Nations Industrial Development
Organization (UNIDO), technology is a "prime motive force of
development."3 A resource critical to the development
process, technology can provide the catalyst for economic
growth because it encompasses everything (i.e. knowledge,
experience, techniques and so forth) pertaining to the
transformation of inputs into outputs.4

Properly selected

and applied, technology can increase labor productivity and
return on capital; enhance the efficiency of production; and
contribute to the development and manufacture of new
products.

Thus concludes UNIDO, technology is critical for

development because it is both a resource and a creator of
new resources.

3United Nations Industrial Development Organization,
"Technological Self-Reliance of the Developing Countries:
Toward Operational Strategies," in Pradip Ghosh, ed.,
Technology Policy and Development (West Port, Conn.:
Greenwood Press, 1984), 97.
4Martin Fransman and Kenneth King, eds., Technological
Capability in the Third World (New York: St. Martin's Press,
1984), 8.
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While most nations would agree on the important role
that technology plays in the development process, not all
nations share equally in the world's technological
resources.

As a consequence, the world is divided by what

many development theorists have called a technological gap.
This gap in technological advantage manifests itself in the
unequal relationship between the industrialized North and
the underdeveloped South.

It is a gap in technology which

was caused in part by the legacy of the colonial era.
The colonial era contributed to the economic
development of LDCs in a number of ways, including the
establishment of social and educational services, the
provision of financial resources, and the creation of an
initial industrial base.5 Nevertheless, the colonial period
also gave rise to several economic distortions which
hindered the technological advancement of the Third World.
In fact, the South's colonial experience was a precursor to
its present lack of technological infrastructure as well as
the capital needed to invest in future technological
innovation.

This experience not only compounded the pre

existing technological gap between the First and Third
Worlds, but also left a legacy which continues to reinforce
the technological dependence of the latter.

5Robert P. Clark, Power and Policy in the Third World
(New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1986), 9-16.
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For example, many of the colonies were developed as
"one-crop” economies specializing in the production and
extraction of commodities such as indigo, coffee, gold and
silver.

Since most of these commodities could easily be

transported back to the colonial power for processing,
there was little need to build indigenous technological
infrastructure or to train the colonial work-force for
anything but menial labor.

Without adequate facilities or

expertise, says Dennis Pirages, these countries largely
remained "purveyors of labor-intensive products and primary
commodities.1,6
As a result, the LDCs are more vulnerable to, inter
alia, fluctuating world market prices and global weather
conditions than their more economically diversified
neighbors to the North.

For instance, while a prolonged

interval of inclement weather might destroy a developing
nation's entire crop (and thus export revenue), an extended
period of good weather could cause excessive production and
price collapses which would prove equally disastrous to
their fragile economies.

Without a steady and reliable

source of income, it is obviously hard for these low income
countries to save for future capital investment in
technology and development.

6Dennis Pirages, Global Technopolitics (Pacific Grove:
Brooks/Cole Publishing, 1989), 147.
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Furthermore, the technologically less-advanced Third
World must compete in the "world market" (I hesitate to
utilize the value-laden term "free market") vis-a-vis the
products of the technologically advanced industrialized
nations.

The market competition has often been one-sided.

For example, the advanced countries are able to create
substitutes for the raw materials produced by the Third
World which are cheaper as well as technologically more
efficient (e.g. fiber-optic cable for copper wiring,
artificial sweeteners for natural sugar).7

Moreover,

farmers in the industrialized world are often subsidized by
their governments and thus can afford to employ hightechnology machinery and chemicals in producing cheaper
produce. In both instances the Third World farmer, using
traditional agricultural methods, is at a competitive
disadvantage.

This disadvantage can be translated into lost

profits which, again, could have been saved for future
capital investment in technology and development.
Finally, in their haste to exploit the colonies for
cheap raw materials and labor, the colonial powers
established territorial boundaries and built infrastructure
which had a detrimental impact upon the political and
economic development of many Third World nations.

As a

result, many leaders of the newly independent nations found

7Ibid.
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themselves spending large amounts of time and resources on
attempts to placate historically-hostile tribes that were
patriated under the same flag (the experiences of Nigeria,
Uganda and the Congo provide recent examples).8 Other
leaders have had to spend scarce capital to reorient the
colonial infrastructure toward forms that were compatible
with domestic development needs. The net effect was that
resources which could have been spent on research and
development programs were directed toward ameliorating
problems incurred during their colonial experiences.
In sum, the lack of technology and technological
capability in the present developing world can be attributed
in part to its colonial experience.9

According to Elias H.

Tuma, one of the primary reasons LDCs have not gained full
economic independence from their former colonizers is
because they are technologically underdeveloped.10

They

continue to earn their foreign exchange by exporting raw

8Crawford Young, Ideology and Development in Africa
(New Haven: Yale University Press) 103-5, 187-9.
90f course, the technological and economic deficiencies
of the less developed countries are not due entirely to
their colonial legacy.
Indigenous factors, including a
cultural heritage which discourages entrepreneurial
endeavor, play a role in stunting the technological
development of the Third World.
See, for instance, Lawrence
E. Harrison, Underdevelopment is a State of Mind; The Latin
American Case (Lanham, MD: Center for International Affairs,
Harvard University, 1988).
10Elias Tuma, "Technology Transfer and Economic
Development: Lessons of History," The Journal of Developing
Areas 21 (July, 1987): 408.
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materials and labor intensive crafts and thus perpetuate
their dependence on the technologically advanced countries
for capital goods, loans, markets and expertise.
Moreover, as Ragnar Nurkse has argued in his vicious
circle of poverty thesis, the state of underdevelopment is
largely self-reinforcing.11 As a corollary to this
proposition, it can be inferred that technological
dependence— as a characteristic of underdevelopment— is
self-reinforcing as well.

With neither the resources (e.g.,

capital) nor the technological capability (i.e., advanced
industries and domestic research and development facilities)
to create income, many Third World nations remain poor and,
as both a cause and consequence, technologically
disadvantaged. This notion can be better illustrated by
enhancing Nurkse's vicious circle scheme to take into
account Third World technological dependence:12
Proposition 1:

Underdeveloped countries are poor and have
little technological capability and
infrastructure.

Proposition 2:

Because they are poor, they have a low
propensity to save.

Proposition 3:

Without savings, there is no capital.

“For a complete discussion see Ragnar Nurkse, Problems
of Capital Formation in Underdeveloped Countries and
Patterns of Trade and Development (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1967).
“Ibid., 5.
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Proposition 4:

Without capital, there is no money to spend
on technologically innovative, incomegenerating industries.

Proposition 5:

Without technologically innovative, incomegenerating industries, income remains low,
which brings us back to proposition 1.

Thus, the technological gap, like the state of
underdevelopment in general, is systematically reinforced,
perpetuating what Francisco Sagasti has described as "an
international division of labor with a few more advanced
countries generating modern technology and producing
manufactured goods, and a large number of backward countries
supplying raw materials, cheap labor, and markets.13
MNCs AND TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
Since the governments of most developing nations
perceive industrialization as critical for economic
development,14 they place a high priority on the acquisition
of industrial technology as part of their development
strategy.

Given the fact that roughly 90 percent of the

world's industrial technology is owned by multinational
corporations (MNCs), many developing countries have enlisted
the support of MNCs in their attempts to modernize

“Sagasti, Technology, Planning, and Self-Reliant
Development: A Latin American View, 2.
“After all, a common denominator linking the countries
of the developed world is the fact that they are all
industrialized.
See John Granger, Technology and
International Relations (San Francisco: W.H. Freeman and
CO., 1979), 106-107.
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technologically.15

Yet the role of MNCs in the development

process has generated considerable debate in recent years.16
Viewed positively, importing techniques and expertise from
multinational firms offers a means to accelerated economic
growth, requiring little resource investment from the
capital-poor nations of the Third World (often a tax break
or market monopoly will suffice).

Viewed negatively,

multinationals are seen as profit-maximizing enterprises
which are indifferent to the developing needs of the Third
World.
According to the mainstream modernization literature,
MNCs, with their capacity to develop and transfer advanced
technology, can be crucial agents in the development process
of the Third World.

Therefore, MNC investments should be

welcomed by the developing nations because they introduce
much-needed capital and technology into their economic
systems.17

For the labor-intensive, capital-poor countries

of the Third World, MNCs create jobs, train the local labor
force in useful, job-related skills, and, through their
international ties, help Third World exports become more

“United Nations Industrial Development Organization,
"Technological Self-Reliance," 100.
“Romesh K. Diwan and Dennis Livingston, eds.,
Alternative Development Strategies and Appropriate
Technology: Science Policy for an Equitable World Order (New
York: Pergamon Press, 1979), 10.
17Frame, International Business and Global Technology,
89-90.
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competitive in the world market.

For their part, the

developing nations offer MNCs an environment eager for
economic growth, and frequently entice the multinationals
with such economic incentives as tax breaks, cheap labor,
and lax environmental, labor and market regulations.
Despite the advantages cited in the modernization
literature, arguments from scholars associated with the
dependency school of development theory have been critical
of the MNCs on a number of interrelated points.
contend that the amount of technology

First, they

transferred by MNCs

is insufficient to meet the needs of the developing
countries.18

Second, they insist that the technology

transferred to the Third World is largely irrelevant to its
development needs.

Finally, they assert that technology

transfer often inhibits indigenous

research and development

efforts and increases Third World technological dependence
on the multinationals.
Both positions have merit.

Yet neither the

modernization literature nor the dependency analyses
presents a full and convincing explanation of the role of
multinationals in the transfer of technology.

The

modernization literature points out the potential benefits

18In one study (discussed in detail below) , Trevor M.A.
Farrell questions if any useful technology is being
transferred at all. See "Do Multinational Corporations
Really Transfer Technology?," in D. Babatunde and Miguel S.
Wionczek edited Integration of Science and Technology with
Development (New York: Pergamon Press, 1979).
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of multinational investment, yet presents an overly
optimistic assessment of MNCs' contribution to Third World
development.

By contrast, the dependency analyses present

valid criticisms of the actions and motivations of
multinational corporations? Nonetheless, their arguments are
overly deterministic and pessimistic concerning the
prospects for mutually beneficial relations between MNCs and
their host countries.
THE MODERNIZATION PERSPECTIVE
Scholars working within the traditional modernization
literature have argued that MNCs can play a vital role in
the economic development of Third World nations.
Specifically, the modernization literature contends that
MNCs provide critical resources which are lacking in the
developing countries.

By transferring advanced technology,

transnational enterprises contribute to the Third World's
economic growth in a number of ways.

First, MNCs'

technology transfer accelerates the development process by
allowing Third World countries to import advanced production
techniques, rather than expending the time and capital
required to develope their own technologies.

Second,

technology transfer via multinationals stimulates local
production by introducing sophisticated new techniques into
the industrial sector, and by pressuring indigenous firms to
increase their own efficiency in order to remain competitive

17

with the MNCs.

Third, multinational technology expands

consumption in developing countries by providing an
innovative range of products otherwise unavailable to local
consumers.
The modernization literature contends that
transnational firms represent the most effective mechanism
for disseminating technology from the affluent North to the
impecunious South.

As Denis Goulet has noted, "The harsh

truth is that poor countries do need technology, and there
exist few alternative sources outside the transnational
corporations where they may obtain it."19

To John V.

Granger,
MNCs are, without question, the most important
vehicle for the international diffusion of
industrial technology . . . MNCs transfer
technology more effectively and are able, because
of their integrated world marketing structures, to
take better business advantage of the results of
manufacture in the host country than are
indigenous firms.20
The import of advanced technology permits considerable
savings of both time and resources for financially strapped
LDCs which are striving to industrialize as rapidly as
possible.

Many "have-not" nations lack the expertise as

19Denis Goulet, "The Uncertain Promise," quoted in
Samuel Rosenblatt, ed., Technology and Economic Development:
A Realistic Perspective, 15.
20Granger, Technology and International Relations, 65 &
108.
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well as the capital to set up their own research and
development facilities.21
Furthermore, modernizationists argue that it is
inefficient for Third World countries to invest in the
creation of technology that has already been developed by
the industrialized nations; it is much more cost-effective
simply to obtain finished products from multinationals.

As

a part of this process, much of the technology is
transferred in the form of technological "packages,” which
include not only the machinery itself but also the whole
array of marketing, operation, and accounting expertise
necessary to utilize the technology effectively.

As one

scholar has noted, "there is a strong case to be made that
detailed industrial information and ways of producing things
are more readily transmitted by way of multinational
enterprises than by any of the other channels of
communication.1,22
Moreover, modernizationists assert that multinationals
perform a valuable service by training the indigenous labor
force in the use of advanced technology and in essential

“Stephen P. Magee, "Multinational Corporations, the
Industry Technology Cycle, and Development," in Pradip Ghosh
edited, Multinational Corporations and Third World
Development (Westport CN.: Greenwood Press, 1984), 228-9.
“Raymond Vernon, "Multinational Enterprise and National
Security," quoted in Thomas Biersteker, Distortion or
Development? Contending Perspectives on the Multinational
Corporation (Boston: The Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, 1978), 34.

19

job-related skills.

Multinationals find it cheaper to set

up local training and managerial programs than to import
personnel from their own home offices.

This process

enhances the education and skill level of the local labor
force and thereby contributes to the economic development
process.

As proponents of MNC contributions assert, "one

important aspect of modernization is the increase in skill
levels of the population of LDCs . . . The MNCs' transfer of
technology produces both a higher level of local skills and
an increase in the host governments' scientific and
manufacturing know-how."23 J. Davidson Frame concurs and
expands upon this point, contending that:
MNCs, through their subsidiaries, have helped
introduce LDCs to modern industrial operations.
The mere presence of their operations has alerted
LDC inhabitants to the possibilities of
industrialization.
Individuals who once worked
with technologies developed hundreds or thousands
of years ago are now suddenly confronted with the
marvels of modern production.
The presence of MNC
operations has contributed to social changes
necessary for coping with the modern age. Many of
the tangible skills LDC workers learned at the MNC
work bench may have been quite trivial by Western
standards, but some of the intangibles— primarily
lessons learned about worker discipline, which is
so necessary in an industrial setting— are
revolutionary when put into the context of the
workers' cultural milieu.24

23Michael J. Francis and Cecilia G. Manrique,
"Clarifying the Debate," in Lee A. Tavis, ed., Multinational
Managers and Poverty in the Third World (Notre Dame:
University of Notre Dame Press, 1982), 79.
24Frame, International Business and Global Technology,
93.
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In addition to transferring technology to the Third
World, modernizationists argue that MNCs also enhance the
efficiency of local production by both cooperating and
competing with local firms.

In the area of cooperation,

MNCs often form joint ventures with indigenous corporations
which combine the technology and expertise of the
multinational with the local labor force and market
knowledge of the indigenous firm.

These joint ventures can

enhance the capabilities of local producers: ” [a]n active
involvement by a developing country firm with a MNC involves
much more than the use of patented, proprietary knowledge.
The MNC's intangible managerial insights in the end may
prove to be the most valuable contribution it makes to the
developing country's firms.”25

In many instances, the

multinational acts as a management consultant for all phases
of the operations of the developing country company. Recent
studies of multinationals' collaboration with local firms
found that their involvement with a developing country
business extends to such functions as plant design and
construction, financial management and marketing services.26
In addition to collaborating with indigenous firms in
developing countries, MNCs also boost the efficiency of

25Rosenblatt, Technology and Economic development, 16.
26Samuel Rosenblatt and Timothy W. Stanley, "Technology
Transfer in Practice: The Role of the Multinational
Corporation," in Rosenblatt, ed., Technology and Economic
Development, 124.
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production by pressuring locally-owned businesses to adopt
more advanced techniques.

In an effort to remain

competitive with MNCs, local firms must upgrade the skills
and capabilities of their own labor forces? introduce more
efficient technologies into their facilities? and implement
more effective managerial and accounting techniques.
According to Thomas Biersteker, ” [e]ven when their brand
names and trademarks present a strong challenge to
indigenous competitors, multinationals make a contribution
by inducing product improvement, disseminating new marketing
techniques, and establishing more rigorous standards for
indigenous producers.”27
Another positive side effect is that MNC investment can
break local monopolies in various sectors of the economy and
thereby spark competition in an area in which none had
existed before.

Increased competition, argue the

modernizationists, tends to increase efficiency as well as
to lower prices.28

Of course, in some cases, competition

from more technologically advanced MNCs may drive local
firms out of business.

Yet the modernizationists maintain

that this is actually a positive development? it eliminates

27Biersteker, Distortion or Development: Contending
Perspectives on the Multinational Corporation, 41.
28S . C. Jain and Y. Puri, "Role of Multinational
Corporations in Developing Countries: Policy Makers' Views,”
in Pradip Ghosh, ed., Multinational Corporations and Third
World Development, 116.
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inefficient, high-cost production facilities and encourages
the survival of the fittest local firms, thereby
facilitating the transition towards a modern industrial
economy.

For instance, Raymond Vernon claims that the

positive side effects arising from MNC displacement of
indigenous firms include increased efficiency of resource
utilization, higher wages, and rising tax revenues.29
Lastly, modernizationists contend that the new products
and technology that MNCs introduce in host countries'
markets significantly enhance the quality of local
consumption.

The multinationals' search for profits and

markets thus benefits the developing countries, by providing
products otherwise unavailable to their populations.

As one

scholar points out, 11[t]he MNCs are supportive of the
economic development aspirations of the developing
countries.

The realization of those aspirations would not

only benefit the citizens of the developing countries, but
would also provide expanded economic opportunities for the
MNCs."30
In sum, the modernizationists conclude that through
their transfer of technology and expertise, MNCs can be

29For more on this point, see Raymond Vernon,
Multinational Enterprise in Developing Countries: An
Analysis of National Policies (United Nations Industrial
Development Organization, 1975), 23-6.
30Rosenblatt and Stanley, "Technology Transfer in
Practice,” 119.
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powerful and effective agents of economic development in the
Third World.

According to the modernization literature,

MNCs represent the most efficient mechanism of technology
transfer; significantly upgrade the capabilities and
performance of indigenous firms? and improve the consumption
patterns of local populations.

THE DEPENDENCY PERSPECTIVE
Scholars associated with the dependency school of
development theory contest virtually every point made by the
modernizationists in favor of MNC investment in Third World
nations.

However, this fact should not be surprising; the

dependency perspective is frequently cited as being rooted
in Marxist theory which views the advanced industrialized
nations as innately and invariably exploitative.31

Whereas

the modernizationists often assume that the corporate
interests of the multinationals correspond with the
development priorities of the LDCs, dependency arguments
emphasize the lack of MNC commitment to Third World
development.

As Frame notes:

LDCs [less developed countries] recognize that the
MNC's interests differ from their own national
interests.
While the LDC may want an MNC to play
an important role in its development plan, the MNC
is operating according to corporate objectives

31For more information concerning the marxist origins of
dependency theory see Anthony Brewer, Marxist Theories of
Imperialism (New York: Routledge, Chapman and Hall, 1980).
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that may or may not correspond to the LDC's
development aims.32
Owing largely to the opposing interests of MNCs and host
governments, then, opinions over the type of technology
investment that should be initiated often diverge.

As a

result, the relevance of technology that is being
transferred by the profit-maximizing MNCs is questionable.
Among others, a frequent criticism by dependency
theorists is that MNCs have only transferred the end-product
of research and development efforts— the "know-how”— without
the knowledge of the actual processes and technological
input required to manufacture the technology— the "knowwhy."

This dichotomous nature of technology leads Trevor

M.A. Farrell to question whether MNC investments in
developing nations result in the transfer of high-technology
at all.33
Farrell makes a distinction between two types of
technology: static and dynamic.

Static technology refers to

“Frame, International Business and Global Technology,
90.
“Farrell, "Do Multinational Corporations Really
Transfer Technology?" 69-78.
Farrell and other scholars
whose works are cited below are not necessarily aligned with
the dependency school on all issues? however, their views
concerning technology transfer to Third World nations are
consistent with the arguments commonly found in the
dependency literature.
Therefore for the purposes of this
essay, Farrell, Hymer and other writers will be grouped
together with the authors— such as Sunkel, Cardoso, and
Faleto— traditionally associated with the dependency
school.
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the knowledge required to carry out a particular operation
in a particular manner using a fixed set of equipment; the
skills of a typist, bookkeeper, and refinery worker are
examples.

In contrast, dynamic technology embraces the

comprehension of the research and scientific principles
underlying the development of static technology.

It is an

important distinction, says Farrell, because:
. . . the possessor of dynamic technology usually
comprehends the scientific principles and other
considerations undergirding his work. As such, he
tends to have the potential for invention and
innovation.
He possesses an overview of his
function and understanding of the fundamental
bases on which it rests.34
Farrell contends that Third World underdevelopment is
compounded by MNC technology transfer that often takes the
form of static "know-how" without the dynamic "know-why"
that is crucial to innovation. The result is a situation of
"double dependence" in which the developing nation must not
only import the technology but also the "know-why" to use
it.

Consequently, while modernizationists argue that the

indigenous labor force is obtaining new skills and
techniques, proponents of the dependency perspective respond
that the developing nations' excessive reliance on foreign
"know-why" is constraining their local problem-solving

34Ibid., 71.
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capability.35

For instance, reliance on foreign technology

inhibits the process of "learning by doing.”

Furthermore,

it devalues and displaces existing local research and
development institutions.

Access to foreign technology

prevents domestic enterprises from investing in their own
research and causes them to become biased against using what
innovations are produced locally.

The effect is cumulative

since local research and development efforts generate
considerable 'learning by doing' over time: "the less
research developing countries do, the less experience they
gather to do it in the future."36
Of the myriad methods through which MNCs can constrain
local research and development efforts, most have their
origin in the firms' corporate objectives.
are particularly salient.

Three factors

The first is that MNCs have

little economic incentive to utilize the local research and
development institutions of the developing nations.
Because most of these facilities are inadequate for the
production of the "modern" technology needed for rapid
development, Third World leaders have contracted with MNCs
to provide total investment "packages."

These packages,

3SAdeoye Akinsanya, Multinationals in a Changing
Environment. (New York: Praeger, 1984), 189-190.
36Sanjaya Lall, Developing Countries and Multinational
Corporations (London: The Commonwealth Secretariat, 1976),
28.
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again, contain the entire spectrum of services, including
the technology, the research and development behind the
technology, and the management and marketing skills needed
for the technology's effective and profitable utilization.
Since most of the MNCs' R & D facilities are located in the
industrialized countries, and since this knowledge is
imported with the technology itself, local research and
development efforts are simply not needed and are largely
ignored.

The upshot is that production linkages with

indigenous firms are neglected.

Even Raymond Vernon, whose

work generally defends the multinationals, concedes that,
»[b]y importing a complete package of production techniques,
multinationals contribute to the development of a foreign
enclave whose linkages with the local economy are tenuous."37
A second factor, related to the first, is that the MNC
investment packages can create a market monopoly within the
developing nation.

Even if a monopoly over market share is

not built into the contractual arrangement, the hightechnology methods and mass-production capabilities of the
MNCs enable them to provide products that are often more
durable, efficient and affordable than those produced
locally.

This fact, coupled with the common perception by

37Raymond Vernon, Sovereignty at Bay: the Multinational
Spread of U.S. Enterprises (New York: Basic Books, 1971),
182.
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the local population that "foreign is better,"38 frequently
forces out of operation the indigenous firms that provide
similar products and services.

Thus, the dependency writers

contest the modernizationists' argument that MNC
technological investments can promote competition and
increase indigenous productive capabilities? instead, they
conclude that MNCs simply eliminate all local competitors
and set up production monopolies.39
Lastly, owing largely to their protective attitude
toward

technological "know-why," MNCs are criticized for

failing to facilitate the development of new, indigenous
research and development efforts.

From the standpoint of

MNCs, the prevention of dynamic technology transfer is
simply "good business" and is essential to the maintenance
of their competitive advantage.

Harry Johnson notes that,

"the corporation . . . has no commercial interest in
diffusing its knowledge to potential native competitors.1,40
As a result, few research and development facilities have

38For a discussion on this topic and the disadvantages
of foreign technology in general, see Donald Evans and
Laurie Nogg, eds., Appropriate Technology for Development: A
Discussion and Case Histories (Boulder, Co.: Westview Press,
1979), 27-35.
39Ronald Muller, "More on Multinationals: Poverty is the
Product," Foreign Policy 13 (1973): 88.
40Harry Johnson, "The Multinational Corporations as an
Agency of Economic Development: Some Exploratory
Observations," in Barbara Ward, Lenore D'Anjou, and D.D.
Runnals, eds., The Widening Gap: Development in the 1970s
(New York: Columbia University Press, 1971), 244.
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been set up in the developing countries; their establishment
could ultimately weaken the MNCs7 negotiating power vis-avis the host countries.

Without the knowledge and research

behind the MNC operations, says Sagasti:
[t]he capacity for creating technology, or even
absorbing imported technology [will not be]
present in most underdeveloped countries.
As a
result of the passive character of their economic
growth, their demands for technology have usually
been satisfied from abroad, through the import of
equipment and through technical assistance by
foreign technicians.41
The developing nations, then, have neither the capability to
imitate the existing technologies of MNCs nor the capacity
to set up research and development efforts of their own. As
a consequence, Third World bargaining power over such
important matters as transfer pricing and market shares is
severely compromised, and their dependence on foreign
technology reinforced.
A second criticism of MNCs is that they transfer
technology that is largely irrelevant to the Third World7s
development needs. According to dependency theorists, less
developed nations need technology that promotes, not
inhibits, development.

Ideally, technology, as a first

step, should help to rectify the fundamental subsistence
problems obstructing their economic growth.

For instance, a

41Francisco R. Sagasti, "Underdevelopment, Science and
Technology: The Point of View of the Underdeveloped
Countries,” in Eugene Rabinowitch and Victor Rabinowitch,
ed s ., Views of Science, Technology and Development (New
York: Pergamon Press, 1975), 47.
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highly-automated plant that assembles dishwashers is
obviously not going to address the needs of an overcrowded,
malnourished and illiterate Third World population which has
neither electricity nor indoor plumbing.

It is essential,

then, that technology in these countries confront the
problems of health, poverty and illiteracy before true
development can take place.
Modernizationists would argue that an export-led
development strategy which utilizes the advanced
technologies transferred by multinationals would produce
enough excess income for Third World nations to invest in
domestic development efforts.

However, dependency theorists

such as Andre Gunder Frank are generally skeptical about
this prospect and insist that a domestically oriented
development effort is more effective.

Frank is particularly

pessimistic. He insists that, owing to the nature of the
world capitalist system— and an unequal exchange
relationship which invariably favors the advanced capitalist
nations— the economic advancement of the Third World can and
must occur only through autonomous development.

Frank

argues that unless the LDCs sever their links to the
advanced capitalist countries and their MNC agents, then
developing nations will continue to be locked into a "chain"
of metropolis-satellite relations which creates development
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in the advanced capitalist states (the metropolises) and
underdevelopment in the Third World (the satellites) .42
According to dependency theorists, technologies
transferred by MNCs often "control and dictate the path of
economic development that the developing countries pursue."43
Since MNCs are business enterprises that operate for profit,
the technology they provide will usually be "highly capitalintensive, geared toward large-scale operations, and capable
of turning out high quality, sophisticated products more
suited to the economies of the industrialized world."44
According to UNIDO, MNCs contribute little to the
development of the technological infrastructure of a
developing nation because they are more concerned with
profit than with developing technology that is geared toward

42Andre Gunder Frank has written numerous articles and
books concerning the nature of Third World underdevelopment.
Perhaps his most comprehensive analysis is contained in his
work: On Capitalist Underdevelopment (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1975). Also, see Lumpenbourgeoisie:
Lumpendevelopment (New York: Monthly Review Press, 1972);
Capitalism and Underdevelopment in Latin America (New York:
Monthly Review Press, 1967).
“Rosenblatt, ed., Technology and Economic Development,
10.

44It is important to note that MNCs do not invariably
force advanced technology upon Third World Governments. In
fact, as part of their industrialization strategy, many
Third World leaders pursue the most advanced technology.
Thus, it can be argued that the dependency critique of
transnational enterprises is overstated. Ibid., 103.
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satisfying basic human needs.45

Indeed, Harry Johnson

observed that the multinational corporation has "no interest
in investing more than it has to in acquiring knowledge of
local conditions and investigating ways of adapting its own
productive knowledge to local factor/price and market
conditions.1,46
According to the dependency literature, the
introduction of non-utilitarian technology has had a
detrimental impact on the Third World development process.47
For example, the use of capital intensive technology has
compounded the already dire employment problem of many
developing countries.

In 1972 Osvaldo Sunkel estimated that

the expansion of capital intensive activities in Latin
America had increased unemployment to over twenty-five
percent of the labor force.48
In addition, the MNC's profit-oriented strategies have
resulted in producing consumer items geared toward the more

45United Nations Industrial Development Organization,
"Technological Self-Reliance of the Developing Countries,"
105.
“Johnson, "The Multinational Corporations," 244.
47By "non-utilitarian," I refer to technology that does
not serve the basic subsistence needs of the Third World
populations.
For example, in the over-populated
environments of many Third World nations, basic labor
intensive technology such as metal plows is considerably
more utilitarian than large mechanized combines.
48Osvaldo Sunkel, "Big Business and Dependencia,"
Foreign Affairs 50 (April, 1972): 518.
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affluent segments of the Third World population.

As Sunkel

argues, through its control of marketing and advertising
processes, the MNC is able to "induce consumers to buy the
products which it is technologically able to produce.
Within certain limits, it is thus able to plan the
development of consumption."49

Rejecting the

modernizationists' argument that MNC technology transfer
improves consumption for Third World populations, the
dependency scholars assert that the MNCs skew indigenous
consumption by manufacturing luxury goods for a privileged
elite, while neglecting the needs of the vast majority of
citizens.

Ronald Muller has suggested that "the structure

of consumption is in serious imbalance with the inadequate
consumption capacity generated by the production structure
which the MNCs have created.

This negates any possibility

of attaining consumption goals by any but a small
minority. "50
Dependency writers also maintain that the MNCs have
contributed to the developing nations' growing urbanization
problem.
Lured, perhaps, by the
and the possibility of
individuals from rural
city, creating growing

prospect of higher incomes
steadier employment,
areas are entering the
areas of sub-standard

49Ibid., 521.
S0Muller, "More on Multinationals: Poverty is the
Product," 71.
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housing, fostering crime and other detrimental
effects of urbanization.51
The unemployed urban population hinders the development
process by exhausting precious government resources in the
form of expanding social services.

The increased

expenditures on urban social services in turn channels
resources away from badly needed investments in indigenous
research and development efforts.
In sum, dependency theorists assert that MNC
investments in the Third World create a situation of
technological dependence which stunts local development.
Rather than alleviating Third World development problems,
the introduction of capital-intensive, luxury-oriented
industrial technology has worked against Third World
attempts at modernization.

In many instances, the

introduction of alien patterns of production and consumption
has inhibited local research and development efforts and
reinforced the dependence of the underdeveloped world on MNC
"know-why."
MODERNIZATION AND DEPENDENCY: A Critical Assessment
Scholars working within both the modernization and
dependency perspectives have contributed valuable insights
into the possibilities and problems of MNC technology
transfer to the developing world.

Yet both approaches

51Evans and Nogg, eds., Appropriate Technology for
Development, 29.
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oversimplify the issue of what constitutes "appropriate”
technology or "appropriate" methods of technology transfer
from multinational corporations to developing countries.
The modernizationists have pointed correctly to the
invaluable expertise and technological advances which MNCs
can contribute to LDCs.

Moreover, they contend that the

transnational enterprise is the most effective conduit of
advanced industrial technology essential to development.
However, as the dependency theorists point out, the
modernizationists overestimate the willingness of MNCs to
transfer appropriate and sufficient technological "knowwhy,"

and generally fail to realize that not all advanced

technology is appropriate for the economic modernization of
the Third World.

The dependency writers have justly noted

that MNCs have little economic incentive to transfer the
advanced technology which is critical to their competitive
advantage, and they therefore assume that LDC reliance on
MNC investment will keep the developing world in a state of
perpetual technological dependence.

Indeed, they argue that

a significant portion of the technology transferred via MNCs
has actually hindered Third World development efforts by
devaluing local research and development firms, introducing
alien patterns of production and consumption, and increasing
LDCs' reliance on technological inputs from the
industrialized nations.
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Yet the dependency literature provides an excessively
negative and deterministic analysis of the MNC's role in
technology transfer to LDCs.

It assumes that MNCs and other

international agents of the First World are solely
responsible for the South's technological underdevelopment
and ignores indigenous factors which have impeded its
capacity to modernize.

For example, dependency writers fail

to acknowledge that the economic and cultural traditions of
many developing countries discourage innovation and
entrepreneurship.

Corruption and inefficient state

enterprises— factors which cannot be attributed to external
exploitation— also obstruct Third World technological
moderni zation.52
Moreover, dependency writers posit that transnational
enterprises unilaterally impose inappropriate technologies
upon passive Third World states.

But in fact, the LDC

governments themselves actively seek such technology as part
of their modernization programs.

Thus, if the technology

transferred is inappropriate, this is due as much to the
misguided development strategies of LDCs as to the
investment policies of multinational corporations.
Dependency theory is also guilty of overgeneralizing
the impact of MNC technology.

It maintains that all MNC

technology transferred to the developing countries distorts

“Harrison, Underdevelopment is a State of Mind.
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consumption and impedes economic growth.

Yet this blanket

condemnation of imported technology is unwarranted; as the
modernizationists point out, without the contribution of
multinational corporations, the South may not have
accumulated what modest technological resources it now
possesses.
Finally, the dependency literature is overly
pessimistic and in its assessment of the prospects for
improvements in MNC/Third World relations.

MNCs are not

necessarily "the most important aspect of the imperialist
penetration, indeed, the most important aspect of the
imperialist exploitation of Third World countries.1,53 In
fact, relations between multinationals and Third World
countries need not be "zero-sum,” as the dependency
literature suggests; both can benefit from technology
transfer policies which take into account the profit-making
objectives of the MNCs as well as the development needs of
the Third World.

“Akinsanya, Multinationals in a Changing Environment,
51-52.

CHAPTER TWO
APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER:
Problems and Policy Prescriptions for the Third World

INTRODUCTION
By oversimplifying the issue of appropriate technology
transfer, both the modernization and the dependency
perspective leave critical questions unanswered.

Most

importantly, these perspectives do not determine whether and
how it would be possible to create mechanisms of technology
transfer which would simultaneously serve the unique
developmental needs of the Third World nations, and satisfy
the profit imperatives of multinational corporations.

The

following analysis will begin by assessing the shortcomings
of technology transfer by multinationals.

This assessment

will draw upon the arguments of both modernization and
dependency schools of development theory and concludes that
both perspectives underestimate the dynamics of the host/MNC
relationship.

The chapter will then demonstrate how the

drawbacks of MNC technology transfer can be rectified
through appropriate policies which can benefit both
developing countries and the multinational corporations.
Ideally, for the LDCs, effective technology transfer
policies should expand local innovation by promoting, when
possible, the use of domestic resources; encouraging local
research and development? and producing goods that satisfy
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the subsistence needs of the entire Third World population.
For the multinationals, appropriate technology transfer
policies might lessen the possibilities for quick and easy
profits, but should permit MNCs to continue lucrative
operations in LDC economies— operations which are critical
to their global strategy of expanding markets.
MNC/THIRD WORLD RELATIONS: Beyond Modernization and
Dependency
The modernizationists' position on the issue of
transferring technological "know-why" appears overlyoptimistic.

The modernization literature generally makes

three assumptions about the transfer of "know-why."

First,

it assumes that the sale of technology in the form of
complete "packages" is the most efficient and cost effective
mechanism of technology transfer to LDCs.

Second, the

modernization literature contends that technology transfer
via MNC "packages" does, in fact, transmit "know-why" to the
recipient countries, in the form of training and management
programs which accompany the technological hardware itself.
Finally, modernization theory asserts that MNC penetration
into LDC markets promotes competition and increased
efficiency, and allows the most effective indigenous firms
to prosper while forcing out inefficient production.
However, all three of these assumptions have been
contested by dependency theorists and other critics of the
multinationals' investment in the developing world.

The
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following analysis will review the main arguments of the
dependency theorists and, without accepting them as wholly
accurate, will use them as a starting point for developing
policy prescriptions for appropriate technology transfer.
The critics of multinationals insist that the transfer
of technology via self-contained packages perpetuates
technological dependence? creates de facto market
monopolies? and impedes the development of linkages between
the multinational subsidiaries and the rest of the local
economy.

Furthermore, the critics assert that the training

programs set up by MNCs in developing countries are not
providing local workers and managers with the skills needed
to develop independent innovative capabilities.

These

training programs simply enable local workers to operate the
technology imported by the MNCs? they do not teach them to
create their own technology.

Finally, dependency theorists

and other critics contend that even the most efficient and
potentially profitable domestic enterprises cannot compete
with the MNCs in the development of advanced technology,
because of the MNCs' overpowering advantages in financial
resources, expertise, and experience.

Therefore, argue

dependency theorists, it is unrealistic to expect that
indigenous research and development facilities will rival
multinationals in the production of industrial technology in
the absence of state intervention.
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In addition to making optimistic assumptions about the
transfer of technological know-why, the modernizationists
also come to questionable conclusions concerning the
appropriateness of the technology which is being
transferred.

The modernization literature contends that

LDCs can adopt and benefit from advanced technology without
making substantial modifications in the products obtained
from MNCs.

It also concludes that the products generated

through the utilization of advanced imported technology
provide substantial benefits for local consumers and raise
the living standards of Third World populations.
The dependency theorists challenge these contentions as
well.

They argue that MNC technology is inadequately geared

towards the resolution of Third World development problems
such as severe poverty and underemployment.

Instead, MNC

technology is highly capital intensive, and therefore tends
to exacerbate rather than ameliorate these obstacles to
development.

The dependency literature also asserts that

MNC technology is oriented towards the production of
consumer luxury goods which have little utility for a large
percentage of Third World populations.
Dependency theorists have developed a comprehensive
critique of multinationals' technology transfer policies
which challenges the central assumptions of the
modernizationist literature.

This critique, nevertheless,

is just as simplistic and overgeneralized as the theory it
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seeks to discredit.

The dependency perspective, in pointing

out the flaws of the modernization approach, is not entirely
without merit.

Yet its pessimistic determinism makes it an

insufficient basis for developing productive technology
transfer policies.
It is not necessary for LDCs either to accept or reject
multinational investment entirely.

There is a middle ground

between the wholehearted embrace of MNC technological
investment advocated by the modernizationists, and the
unconditional rejection advocated by many of the dependency
theorists.

LDCs can reap benefits from the positive aspects

of MNC technology transfer, while countering the harmful
side effects, through devising effective policies.

In other

words, the disadvantages associated with multinational
investment are not insurmountable, as the dependency
literature suggests? they can be resolved through aggressive
Third World governmental action to ensure that
multinationals are more sensitive to the LDCs' development
needs.

Therefore, the relationship between the host country

and the multinational corporation is critical in determining
the nature and mechanisms of technology transfer. As
Theodore Moran points out, "the actual contribution of MNCs
will vary greatly depending on the structure of the
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industry, the design of host government policies, and the
evolution of the foreign investor-host relationship.1154
It is up to the Third World countries to take the
initiative and demand changes in the technology transfer
practices of MNCs.

Left to themselves, the multinationals

can continue to maximize their profits? but LDC governments
can negotiate with the MNCs for changes beneficial to the
host country while ensuring the corporations' earnings.
While the dependency theorists stress the immutably
exploitative nature of the relationship between host country
and transnational firm, many other scholars contend that the
character of the host/MNC relationship is dynamic.

A number

of case studies of multinational investment in developing
countries have demonstrated that the balance of power
between the host country and the MNC tends to shift over
time in favor of the former.55

This shift in the balance of

S4Theodore H . Moran, e d . , Multinational Corporations:
The Political Economy of Foreign Direct Investment
(Lexington Mass: Lexington Books, 1985), 264.
55These case studies do not focus exclusively on the
issue of technology transfer.
However, this essay will use
the theories developed in these case studies and apply them
to the examination of technology transfer policies.
Consider, for example, Michael Shafer, "Capturing the
Mineral Multinationals: Advantage or Disadvantage?" Theodore
H. Moran, e d . , Multinational Corporations: The Political
Economy of Foreign Direct Investment, 25-53; Joseph M.
Grieco, "Between Dependency and Autonomy: India's Experience
with the International Computer Industry," International
Organization (Summer 1982); Theodore H. Moran, Multinational
Corporations and the Politics of Dependence: Copper in Chile
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1974).
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power can occur because of two factors: first, the dynamics
inherent in the "obsolescing bargain" and the "product
cycle"? and second, the increased effectiveness of LDCs'
bargaining strategies vis-a-vis the multinationals.

It

should be noted, however, that this shift in the balance of
power is not automatic or predetermined— it takes place only
when the LDC develops effective policies to take advantage
of the opportunities for extracting concessions from
multinational investors.
Several scholars have analyzed the development of two
trends in the relations between multinational corporations
and less developed states.

One theory, known as the

"product cycle," refers to the process whereby technologies
and products developed in the most advanced industrial
nations are gradually disseminated to the Third world.
After MNCs create a new technology or a new product, they
shift their production facilities to overseas subsidiaries
to take advantage of both cheap labor and new markets.

Yet

this shift in the production site ultimately causes the
transnational firms to lose their monopoly over technology
and production.

Through acquiring patents and licenses from

MNCs and through their own experimentation, less developed
countries learn to imitate the technologies originated by
First World corporations and research and development firms.
Eventually, the LDC firms rival and then surpass the
production capacities of the multinationals.

As Raymond
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Vernon notes, "the [multinational] enterprise, having lost
its oligopoly advantage, finds that it can no longer claim
any cost or other advantage over its imitators, local and
foreign; even its overseas subsidiaries, operating in an
economic environment no different from their competitors,
begin to feel the pressure.1,56

Thus, through the product

cycle, the multinational corporation loses to the developing
country firms its competitive advantage in producing
innovative technologies.
Another trend which shifts the balance between
multinational and host country is that of the "obsolescing
bargain."

In the initial phase of the MNC/host country

relationship, when the multinational corporation is
considering setting up production facilities, the risks and
uncertainties associated with the potential investment are
generally high.

Therefore, the developing country must

offer generous concessions to the MNC in order to persuade
it to make the investment.

At this stage in the

relationship, it is the MNC that clearly holds the upper
hand; it controls the capital, technology, and managerial
skills which the LDC is eager to obtain in order to promote
its own economic development.57
56Vernon, Sovereignty at Bay: The Multinational Spread
of U.S. Enterprises, 65-77, 107-109.
57A number of scholars have contributed to the theory of
the obsolescing bargain, although it is Raymond Vernon who
is credited with coining the phrase.
This discussion draws
on the work of several scholars who have analyzed the
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Over time, however, three developments shift the
bargaining relationship between host and multinational.
First, if the initial investment proves profitable, the risk
and uncertainty originally linked to

the investment

diminishes, obviating the need for the host country to offer
further concessions.

In addition, once the transnational

has sunk considerable capital and technology in the
construction of production facilities, it cannot threaten
credibly to pull out.

Therefore, the MNC's original

bargaining leverage over the LDC, which depended on the
corporation's total discretion over whether t:o invest, is
attenuated.

Finally, the LDC gradually gains proficiency in

both bargaining and management? these enhanced skills enable
the LDC to become less dependent upon the MNC's managerial
know-how, and to negotiate more effectively with the
multinational over investment terms.

"Whatever the

combination of specific causes," argues Moran, "the
obsolescing bargain model predicts that the initially
favorable investment agreement for the foreigner is likely

obsolescing bargain? the following works have been
consulted: Vernon, Sovereignty at Bay? Moran, Multinationals
and the Politics of Dependence? David N. Smith and Louis T.
Wells, Jr., Negotiating Third World Mineral Agreements
(Cambridge, MA: Ballinger, 1975)? and Franklin Tugwell, The
Politics of Oil in Venezuela (Stanford: Stanford University
Press, 1975).
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to be subsequently renegotiated in favor of the host
country."58
POLICY PRESCRIPTIONS
The evolution of the obsolescing bargain is not
automatic or predetermined? the LDC can exploit its
advantages only by devising effective negotiating strategies
and technology transfer policies.

Multinational

corporations are unlikely to surrender their control over
technology, investment, and management without the
application of strong pressure and skillful negotiating on
the part of the host government.

Therefore, it is up to the

developing country to formulate a thorough, coherent policy
in order to extract concessions from the multinationals.
For example, Grieco's examination of the computer
industry in India demonstrates how developing countries can
employ aggressive bargaining tactics to obtain favorable
investment terms from multinationals.

After strengthening

the capabilities of its indigenous computer industry through
taxation, investment, and research and development policies,
India was able to reduce its reliance upon multinationals
and to restrict their role to supplying components for
domestic firms.

Then by inviting a large number of MNCs to

bid for supplying components to the Indian computer

58Moran, Multinational Corporations: The Political
Economy of Foreign Direct Investment, 6.
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industry, the Indian government spurred competition among
the multinationals and was thereby able to obtain the
necessary technology for the lowest price.59
The Indian case is but a single example of a trend
which has emerged in much of the developing world since the
late 1960s: a trend towards increasing regulation of
multinational investment and codification of procedures for
technology transfer via MNCs.

The developing states'

passive acceptance of MNC technology, and MNC technology
transfer policies so evident in the first post-war decades
has given way to a more discriminating and demanding
approach to imported technology.

LDCs' efforts to replace

imported with indigenous technology,

and to obtain more

appropriate technology from the multinationals, have not
been uniformly successful.

But by studying some of the more

effective cases of LDC technology strategy, it is possible
to develop policy prescriptions for ensuring appropriate
MNC-Third World technology transfer.
Two objectives dominate the realm of transferring
technological "know-why."

First, the LDC must improve the

terms and conditions under which it obtains advanced
technology from the multinational corporations.

Second, the

LDC must reduce its dependence upon imported technology and
strengthen its own technological production facilities.

59Grieco, "Between Dependency and Autonomy."

In
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order to achieve these objectives, LDCs can undertake five
initiatives designed to enhance domestic innovation with the
cooperation of multinational corporations:

they can

unbundle MNCs' technological packages; encourage
transnational investments which train the local work force;
develop indigenous technological infrastructure; promote
labor intensive technologies; and reorient the
multinationals product mix.
"Unbundle" Technological Packages.

In order to

overcome the problems associated with the transfer of selfcontained technological packages, for example, LDC
governments can "unbundle" the packages and purchase only
those components which cannot be produced locally.
Generally speaking, this will involve purchasing the most
technologically advanced machinery directly from MNCs, while
setting up cooperative arrangements between MNCs and local
facilities to produce low- and intermediate-range capital
goods and technology.

Sagasti argues that the unbundling of

technology has numerous advantages for developing countries:
the disaggregation of the technological package
strengthens the bargaining power of buyers and
helps to regulate the imports of technology; it
allows the identification of those components of
imported technology that can be produced locally,
thus generating a demand for technological
activities; and it also permits the user to have a
greater understanding of the characteristics of
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imported technology, thus facilitating its
absorption.60
The developing countries can maintain simultaneously
their access to high technology while encouraging domestic
technological capabilities by promoting a division of labor
in which the MNC continues to supply the most advanced
technological innovations, while indigenous firms produce
low- and intermediate-range technology.

As Carl Dahlman and

Larry Westphal point out, this division of labor is more
cost effective and efficient than attempting to develop all
technology indigenously: "Local development . . .

is rarely

the most effective way of initially obtaining all of the
necessary elements of a technology."61
The unpackaging of technology can entail several other
advantages for the developing countries.

By bringing local

firms into the technological process, the policy of
unbundling packages will both sharpen local innovation and
strengthen the linkages between the MNCs' advanced
industrial facilities and the rest of the economy.

For

example, Steven Langdon, in his study of textile and wood
industries in Kenya, argued that

60Sagasti, Technology, Planning, and Self-Reliant
Development: A Latin American View, 92.
“Carl J. Dahlman and Larry E. Westphal, "The Meaning of
Technological Mastery in Relation to Transfer of
Technology," The Annals of the American Academy of Political
and Social Science, vol. 458 (November, 1981): 21.
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indigenous technological capabilities . . .
developed via learning-by-doing from small
beginnings, and strengthened by direct managerial
and technical experience overseas . . . has been
seen to shape higher growth rates and more
consistent profitability in domestic enterprises—
plus, on balance, a better record in employment
and linkage effects.62
In addition, the unpackaging of the technology bundle
allows the LDC to better evaluate the costs of the various
components, and to assess how local inputs can replace
imported components.63

Marton has noted these advantages in

her discussion of case studies from Argentina, Brazil,
Mexico and India.64
Of course, one could argue that multinational
corporations might be reluctant to unpackage their
technology.

By increasing multinationals' reliance on

potentially unreliable LDC production, the unpackaging of
MNC technology might increase the risk and uncertainty of
their investments.

However, as Susumu Watanabe points out,

MNC utilization of local inputs and indigenous components

“Steven Langdon, "Indigenous Technological Capability
in Africa: The Case of Textiles and Wood Products in Kenya,"
Fransman and King, eds., Technological Capability in the
Third World, 373.
63Sagasti, Technology, Planning, and Self-Reliant
Development, 84.
64Katherin Marton, Multinationals, Technology, and
Industrialization: Implications and Impact in Third World
Countries (Lexington, MA: Lexington Books, 1986), 11-12.
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often provides considerable cost savings without reducing
the quality of the final product.65
In fact, the strategy of importing highly advanced
technology while promoting indigenous technological
development in other areas can lead to a complementarity,
rather than conflict, of interests between multinationals
and developing countries.

According to D. Babatunde Thomas,

"[o]ne offshoot of this complementarity in LDCs is the
emergence and use of a mix of homemade technologies and
foreign produced and controlled manufacturing technology
available through multinational corporations.”66

The

division of labor in which MNCs import and control the most
advanced technology, while LDCs innovate and produce
intermediate- to low- technology products, is the only one
which the multinationals will accept.

The MNCs have devoted

considerable time and resources to developing technological
innovations, and it is unlikely that they will relinquish
control over this important component of their profits and
competitive advantage.67
65Susumu Watanabe, "Multinational Enterprises,
Employment and Technology Adaptations," Ghosh, ed.
Multinational Corporations and Third World Development, 178.
66D. Babatunde Thomas, "Building Scientific and
Technological Capabilities in LDCs— A Survey of Some
Economic Development Issues," Thomas and Wionczek, eds.,
Integration of Science and Technology with Development, 13.
67Marton, Multinationals, Technology
Industrialization, 275.
It is important
level of technology transferred via MNCs
from country to country depending on the

and
to note that the
varies considerably
level of economic
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Encourage MNC Investments which Train Local Work Force.
Third world governments' technology transfer policies should
also address the issue of MNC training programs and
facilities.

MNCs must be encouraged to train local workers

and managers not only to run and operate existing
technology, but also to understand the processes through
which advanced technology is created and applied.68

Only

through more rigorous and in-depth training programs will
the transfer of technological "know-why" be ensured.

Thus,

training programs must include the transfer of knowledge and
skills related to technological design, which is critical to
the development of an indigenous capacity to adapt and
innovate industrial technology.
Again, one could argue that it is not in the selfinterests of MNCs to relinquish this information.

However,

such training programs can serve the interests of
multinationals as well as host countries, because it is more
economical to employ well-trained local personnel than to

development of the LDC and the size of its domestic market.
Marton observes that ” [mjajor investments and transfer of
complex technology and production skills took place only in
the relatively few countries where large and growing
internal markets allowed sufficient returns on investments.”
Marton, 24. In countries such as Brazil and Mexico ”there
has been transfer of complex and advanced technologies
including latest innovations,” while in the less advanced
developing nations, "most of the industrial technology
transferred has involved fairly standard products and
production processes." Marton, 276.
68Dahlman and Westphal, "The Meaning of Technological
Mastery," 14.

import all managerial staff from the home office.

Indeed,

in recent years, a number of developing countries have
worked out agreements with multinational business partners
to augment the training and education of local personnel.
For example, the government of Trinidad and Tobago finalized
contracts with petroleum MNCs to provide substantial sums
for training, scholarships, and the development of local
capability in the petroleum industry.69

In Nigeria, local

regulations stipulate that multinationals must employ
indigenous workers in three fourths of all management
positions and 100 percent of all other jobs.70
Develope Indigenous Technological Infrastructure.
Third, technology transfer policies must protect and nurture
local research and development efforts.

Frances Stewart

notes four beneficial effects of the promotion of local
research and development.

First, local technological

research allows indigenous firms to adapt imported
technology and use it more effectively in their own
production facilities.

As a result, it helps local

enterprises develop more appropriate technology than that
supplied by foreign multinationals.

In addition, local

69United Nations Center on Transnational Corporations,
Main Trends in Petroleum and Mining Agreements (New York:
United Nations, 1983), 43.
70M. Zakariya, "Transfer of Technology Under Petroleum
Development Contracts," Journal of World Trade Law, 16
(May-June, 1982): 207-222.
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research and development enables indigenous firms to reap
the benefits of learning by doing, and thereby to enhance
their own autonomous innovative skills.

Finally, it reduces

excessive technological dependence upon multinational
corporations.71
The ability to adapt imported techniques and machinery
to local circumstances is critical to the successful
assimilation of advanced technology, and to economic
development in general.

By first importing MNCs'

technology, and then engaging in local research and design
activities to tailor the technology to indigenous
circumstances, developing countries can lay the foundation
for future economic growth and technological innovation.
Several scholars have maintained, for example, that this
strategy of adapting and assimilating imported technology
was the key to Korea's postwar economic takeoff.
[I]n the course of its industrialization, Korea
has effectively assimilated various elements of
foreign technology . . . But transfers have been
no more than an initial step of the exploitation
of available knowledge. Assimilation has been
achieved through a succession of technological
efforts over time, largely undertaken by domestic
firms . . . These efforts have resulted in
continual and significant increases in the
productivity of resources employed in the

71Frances Stewart, "Facilitating Indigenous
Technological Change in Third World Countries," Fransman and
King, eds., Technological Capability in the Third World, 81.
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industrial sector and have been reflected in
Korea's sustained rapid industrial growth.72
The promotion of indigenous technological research and
development efforts contributes to LDCs' economic
advancement in other ways as well.

For instance, the

creation of an indigenous research and development base
helps attract more advanced, higher-technology MNC
investments.

Sanjaya Lall has observed that "the transfer

of increasingly more complex know-how is facilitated by the
existence of local know-why capabilities."

As a result, the

developing countries with relatively advanced indigenous
research facilities are more successful in obtaining
multinational investment in high technology.73

Furthermore,

the existence of local research and development facilities
helps LDCs determine which MNC technological investments can
be matched with local factors of production to achieve
optimal technological and economic development.

According

to Susumu Watanabe, to develop economically through MNC
investment,
the host government would have to know what kinds
of technology would be required or preferred to
attain the industrial structure desired in the
72Dahlman and Westphal, "The Meaning of Technological
Mastery," 25. Korea's technological development strategy is
further explored in Larry E. Westphal, W. Rhee Yung, and
Garry Pursell, "Sources of Technological Capability in
Korea," in Fransman and King, eds., Technological Capability
in the Third World, 292.
73Sanjaya Lall, Multinationals, Technology, and Exports
(New York: St. Martin's Press, 1985), 119.
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long run.
It must possess an adequate capacity to
appraise the quality of the technology to be
brought in, which in turn depends largely on its
ability to 'shop around.'
For the development of
such local capacity and ability, local R and D are
essential.74
Lastly, indigenous technological research and development is
essential to the regulation of MNC's activities after the
initial investment has been made.

Only through an

understanding of the uses and design of technology can MNCs'
technological investments be fully evaluated and controlled
by the host country.75
Less developed countries can undertake a variety of
policies to promote indigenous research and development.
One common strategy involves setting up or expanding
research and development facilities within state-owned
enterprises.

State corporations such as the Mexican

Petroleum Institute in Mexico, Petrobras in Brazil, and the
Fertiliser Corporation in India have taken major steps to
adapt foreign technology and develop new technological
designs themselves, thereby reducing dependence upon MNCs.76
74Watanabe, "Multinational Enterprises, Employment and
Technology Adaptations," 189.
75Specifically, the United Nations Council on Trade and
Development contends that "increased self-reliance..-is
essential...to ensure that the TNC acts in accordance with
the interests of the host country." UNCTAD, "Transnational
Corporations and Science and Technology in the NIEO,"
Multinational Corporations and Third World Development, 303.
76Yet although state corporations play an important role
in facilitating technology transfer and innovation, state
nationalization of MNC subsidiaries is generally not the
most effective way to ensure a flow of technology to the
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In addition, state corporations can promote indigenous
technological capacity through the purchase of research and
development and consulting services from local firms, and by
giving indigenous enterprises preferential treatment in the
purchase of technology inputs for state development
projects.77
Governments of LDCs can also encourage local research
and development by promoting joint ventures between
multinationals and indigenous firms.

Through the mechanism

of joint ventures, local enterprises can gain access to
MNCs' technology, learn the skills of technological
adaptation and innovation, and become more efficient and
competitive producers in domestic as well as world markets.
Marton notes, for instance, that local corporations such as
the Grupo Alpha in Mexico, Industria Villares in Brazil,
Tatas and Birlas in India, and Hyundai in Korea "have
emerged as important mechanisms for local technological
development and for absorption of foreign industrial

developing country. Nationalization alienates the
multinational corporations, cuts off the supply of necessary
high-technology parts and components, and lessens the
likelihood of future foreign investment by other MNCs.
See
Stephen P. Magee, "The Appropriability Theory of the
Multinational Corporation," The Annals of the American
Academy of Political and Social Science, vol. 458 (November,
1981): 134? Michael Shafer, "Capturing the Mineral
Multinational: Advantage or Disadvantage?" Multinational
Corporations: The Political Economy of Foreign Direct
Investment, 25-53.
77Sagasti, Technology, Planning, and Self-Reliant
Development, 84.
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technology through licensing arrangements or joint ventures
with MNCs."78
Another common yet controversial strategy for promoting
indigenous manufacturing and technological capabilities
involves the adoption of protectionist policies.

Ideally,

protection of local firms allows infant industries to
consolidate their market position and set up efficient
research and development and production facilities free from
the threat of competition from the well-financed, powerful
MNCs.

For example, Sanjaya Lall's analysis of India's

technology development strategy concluded that protecting
local production allowed India to develop its own advanced
and sophisticated technological base.79

Simon Teitel's

examination of Latin American case studies confirms Lall's
conclusion: protectionist policies can give local
enterprises the breathing room to set up profitable R and D
facilities which are sensitive to domestic development
needs.80

On the other hand, protectionist policies are not

uniformly effective? they can stifle the competition needed
to stimulate domestic innovative capacities.

As Lall

78Marton, Multinationals, Technology, and
Industrialization, 32.
79Sanjaya Lall, "India's Technological Capacity: Effects
of Trade, Industrial, Science and Technology Policies," in
Fransman and King, eds. Technological Capability in the
Third World, 241.
80Simon Teitel, "Creation of Technology within Latin
America," Annals, p. 148.
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himself admits, "totally excluding [MNCs] leads to gross
inefficiencies of production.

Without competition from

MNCs, the innovative urge of local firms is blunted.”81
Therefore, protectionist policies must strike a balance
between fostering local enterprises, and permitting
sufficient competition to maintain incentives for efficient
production.
Promote Labor Intensive Technology.

A fourth concern

of LDCs is promoting technology and production suitable to
local factor endowments and developmental priorities.

Many

scholars have pointed out that MNC technology tends to be
highly capital intensive as well as extremely costly to
purchase and produce.

Since most developing countries have

large supplies of under-used labor, along with severe
deficiencies of investment capital, the most efficient use
of local factor endowments would involve more laborintensive technology.

For example, Melinda Cain's study of

the introduction of rice processing technology in Indonesia
concludes that this technology created labor displacement—
eliminating up to 7.7 million jobs— and thus failed to
exploit the ample indigenous labor resources effectively.82
A more effective use of local workers through labor

81Lall, Multinationals, Technology and Exports, 75-6.
“Melinda L. Cain, "Java, Indonesia: The Introduction of
Rice Processing Technology," Donald D. Evans and Laurie Nogg
Adler, Appropriate Technology for Development: A Discussion
and Case Histories (Boulder: Westview Press, 1979), 167-176.
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intensive technology would provide Third World governments
with the benefits of increased revenues from the industrial
sector, greater profit levels, and higher rates of
employment.83
The adoption of more labor-intensive technology does
not necessarily mean the abandonment of production
agreements with MNCs.

Although MNC technology is developed

for use in capital-intensive First World enterprises, it can
be adapted to suit production conditions in developing
countries as well.

Many developing countries, including

Brazil, India, and Mexico, have worked with multinational
corporations to set up guidelines for increasing the labor
intensity of production in MNC subsidiaries and joint
ventures.

These guidelines have permitted the flexible

adaptation of imported technology to local circumstances,
thereby utilizing indigenous resources most effectively
while also allowing the multinationals to profit from the
use of cheap and abundant labor.84
Reorient the Product Mix.

A final issue which LDC

technology policies must address is that of the product mix

83Howard Pack, "Appropriate Industrial Technology:
Benefits and Obstacles,” in Annals, 31.
84In fact, several dozen studies of MNC investment in
developing countries conclude that MNCs are even more
willing than indigenous firms to adapt their technology to
make it more labor intensive.
See Howard Pack, "Technology
and Employment: Constraints on Optimal Performance," in
Rosenblatt, e d . , Technology and Economic Development: A
Realistic Perspective.
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generated by the use of multinational technology.

MNC

technology is often criticized for producing goods suitable
for well-to-do consumers in advanced industrial nations, not
for impoverished inhabitants of Third World countries.

Only

wealthy elites in LDCs can afford the products of MNC
technology; thus, technology transfer via MNCs often fails
to address the basic human needs of the majority of the
population, and even exacerbates existing economic
inequalities within the developing world.
In order to rectify this problem, LDC governments must
reorient some MNC investment and technology away from the
production of expensive luxury goods, and towards the
creation of consumer goods which satisfy the subsistence
needs of Third World populations.85

Peasant farmers in

remote mountain villages do not require dishwashers and
VCRs; however, they are in urgent need of clothing, shelter,
and a clean water supply.

Therefore, the introduction

technology should focus on providing equipment such as

of
basic

agricultural implements, crop processing machinery, food

85Frances Stewart, "Arguments for the Generation of
Technology by Less Developed Countries," in Annals, 104. Of
course, the needs of Third World consumers will vary
considerably with the level of economic development; this
analysis takes a general view of the consumption
requirements of LDCs rather than focusing on specific
countries.
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preservation containers, clothing manufacturing equipment,
and school and medical supplies.86
Multinational corporations can play a valuable role in
the dissemination of technologies and products which are
appropriate for Third World development needs.

For example,

the Unilever corporation is a major producer of foodstuffs,
detergents, and packaging materials in LDCs.

As K. H.

1

Veldhuis concludes in his case study of Unilever's Third
World operations, this corporation has "adapted its
technologies to the requirements of local conditions and
local communities."87

Unilever has conducted extensive

market research and technological analysis in order to
develop products most suitable to the needs of its Third
World consumers.
It must be remembered, however, that relations among
multinationals and Third World nations are symbiotic.

While

MNC technological investment is crucial to the developing
worlds' modernization, the LDCs provide multinationals with
large domestic markets essential for the MNCs' profitable
operations.

Nevertheless, multinational corporations should

06George McRobie, "The Mobilization of Knowledge of LowCost Technology: Outline of a Strategy," Nicholas Jequier,
ed., Appropriate Technology: Problems and Promises (Paris:
OECD, 1976), 116.
87K. H. Veldhuis, "Transfer and Adaptation of
Technology: Unilever as a Case Study," Austin Robinson, ed.,
Appropriate Technologies for Third World Development (New
York: St. Martin's Press, 1979), 239.
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not be counted upon to adapt unilaterally their technologies
to local conditions; to accept a decrease in profits; and to
relinquish control over their technology.

Indeed,

multinational corporations must be presented with attractive
incentives to do so.

According to Veldhuis, this involves

the creation of an investment climate conducive to
profitable MNC operations, which in turn requires government
policies to promote the expansion of domestic markets and
consumer demand.88

88Veldhuis, "Transfer and Adaptation of Technology:
Unilever as a Case Study," 219-239.

CONCLUSION

The technological gap between the developing countries
and the advanced industrial nations is one of the most
important factors impeding the economic development of the
Third World.

This technological gap, while not attributable

entirely to external forces, has been reinforced by a
colonial legacy of economic exploitation and dependence.
The less-developed countries have sought to lessen this gap
by acquiring advanced technology through MNC investment.
However, technology transfer by multinationals has been
accompanied by considerable debate over its appropriateness.
Scholars associated with both the modernizationist and
dependency approaches have adopted a simplistic approach to
analyzing the relationship between multinational
corporations and host countries in the developing world.
While the modernizationists generally assume that the
workings of the market will promote economic outcomes
beneficial to both host and MNC without the necessity of
state intervention, the dependency writers assert that the
nature of the host/MNC relationship is invariably
exploitative, no matter what policies the host government
adopts towards the multinationals.

So both perspectives

underestimate the necessity and the potential of host
government policies to regulate the technology transfer
activities of multinational corporations to LDCs.
65

In fact,
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the nature of the relationship between MNC and host is not
static? it is influenced considerably by the host's
technology transfer strategy.
It is possible to create technology transfer policies
which satisfy both the development needs of the Third World
and the profit motivations of the MNCs.

For instance,

policies which unbundle imported technology can help ensure
the transfer of technological "know-why” that augments the
adaptive and innovative capabilities of indigenous research
and development efforts, while simultaneously allowing the
multinationals to maintain control over their most advanced
technology.

As a result, effective transfer policies can

lessen the Third World's dependence upon First World
technology, and also preserve the multinationals'
competitive advantage in the first phase of the product
cycle.

Appropriate technology transfer policies can also

promote the adaption of capital-intensive production in most
MNCs to suit local factor endowments.

At the same time,

these policies can ensure that technology is used to produce
essential goods, rather than luxury items.
While addressing the developmental needs and priorities
of the LDCs, such technology transfer policies should also
prove profitable for the multinationals.

By utilizing more

labor-intensive techniques, multinationals can reduce the
costs of production? and by changing their product mix to
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suit indigenous conditions, the MNCs can tap into large
domestic markets for basic consumer goods.
Admittedly, past relations between MNCs and host
governments have not always resulted in the transfer of
appropriate technology.

This can be attributed to both the

MNCs' insufficient flexibility and adaptability, and to
misguided policies on the part of LDC governments.

When

MNCs initially brought their operations to the developing
world, they tended simply to replicate their First World
technological processes in Third World conditions, and to
maintain control over the advanced technology which they
imported from their home offices.

Furthermore, many LDCs

initially overreacted to the problems of MNC technology
transfer by attempting to seize control over MNC assets and
production facilities through aggressive nationalization
policies.

However, this strategy often discouraged further

MNC investment, while placing control over nationalized
industries in the hands of corrupt and incompetent
bureaucrats.89
Yet although past host/MNC relationships have been
problematic, both sides have demonstrated the ability to
adapt and learn from past mistakes.

Especially when

presented with attractive incentives by host governments,

"For more on the problems created by nationalization,
see Shafer, "Capturing the Mineral Multinationals: Advantage
or Disadvantage?"
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MNCs have made efforts to adapt their technology practices
to suit local needs and conditions.

Furthermore, many LDC

governments have recently abandoned overzealous
nationalization programs, and have developed pragmatic
strategies to attract foreign investment and technology on
terms which are beneficial to both sides.

To be sure, LDC

attempts to replace imported technology with indigenous
production, and to obtain what they consider to be
appropriate technology from the multinationals, have not
been uniformly successful.

Yet, as the previous case

studies demonstrate, appropriate technology transfer
policies can achieve the simultaneous satisfaction of LDCs'
development needs and MNCs' profit imperatives.
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